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Summary:

The applicants claimed that the requirement in the Citizenship Act (ss. 3(1)(c), 12(3) and 24)

that they swear or affirm allegiance to the Queen in order to become a Canadian citizen was a

violation of their rights to freedom of conscience and religion (Charter, s. 2(a)), freedom of

expression (s. 2(b)) and equality (s. 15). They applied for declaratory relief under the Charter.

The Ontario Superior Court, in a decision reported [2013] O.T.C. Uned. 5895, dismissed the

application The court held that the oath to the Queen, as required by the Act, was a form of

compelled speech that prima facie infringed the applicants' freedom of expression under s. 2(b) of

the Charter. However, the oath was a reasonable limit on the right of expression and was therefore

saved by section 1. The oath was found not to violate either s. 2(a) or s. 15(1) of the Charter. The

applicants appealed and the Attorney General of Canada cross-appealed.

The Ontario Court of Appeal held that the applicants' rights under ss. 2(a), s. 2(b) and 15(1)

had not been violated. The court dismissed the applicants' appeal and allowed the Attorney General's

cross appeal. 

Aliens - Topic 2528

Naturalization - Qualifications - Oath of citizenship - The applicants claimed that the

requirement in the Citizenship Act (ss. 3(1)(c), 12(3) and 24) that they swear or affirm

allegiance to the Queen in order to become a Canadian citizen was a violation of their rights

to freedom of conscience and religion (Charter, s. 2(a)), freedom of expression (s. 2(b)) and

equality (s. 15) - The Ontario Court of Appeal held that there was no violation of the

applicants' rights under ss. 2(a), s. 2(b) or 15(1) - See paragraphs 63 to 129.

Aliens - Topic 2528

Naturalization - Qualifications - Oath of citizenship - The applicants claimed that the

requirement in the Citizenship Act (ss. 3(1)(c), 12(3) and 24) that they swear or affirm

allegiance to the Queen in order to become a Canadian citizen was a violation of their

Charter rights - The Ontario Court of Appeal interpreted the meaning of the oath - In doing

so, the court traced the history of the oath in detail - The court held that the reference to the

Queen in the oath was not to the individual - The court concluded that "Although the Queen

is a person, in swearing allegiance to the Queen of Canada, the would-be citizen is swearing

allegiance to a symbol of our form of government in Canada. This fact is reinforced by the



oath's reference to 'the Queen of Canada', instead of 'the Queen'. It is not an oath to a foreign

sovereign. Similarly, in today's context, the reference in the oath to the Queen of Canada's

'heirs and successors' is a reference to the continuity of our form of government extending

into the future" - See paragraphs 23 to 54.  

Aliens - Topic 2528

Naturalization - Qualifications - Oath of citizenship - The Citizenship Act required persons

who wanted to become Canadian citizens to swear an oath of allegiance to the Queen - The

Ontario Court of Appeal interpreted the meaning of the oath - See paragraphs 23 to 62 - The

court concluded "Applying a purposive and progressive approach to the wording of the oath,

with regard to its history in Canada and the evolution of our country, leads to the conclusion

that the oath is a symbolic commitment to be governed as a democratic constitutional

monarchy unless and until democratically changed. Inasmuch as the oath to the Queen is a

requirement in the Constitution for members of Parliament and is seen as an oath to our form

of government, the harmonization principle supports the conclusion that the oath to the

Queen in the Citizenship Act be given a consistent interpretation. This interpretation of the

oath, as a symbolic commitment to our form of government and the unwritten constitutional

principle of democracy, is supported by the legal norms of rationality and coherence" - See

paragraph 62.

Civil Rights - Topic 395

Freedom of conscience and religion - Infringement of - Citizenship oath - The applicants

claimed that the requirement in the Citizenship Act (ss. 3(1)(c), 12(3) and 24) that they swear

or affirm allegiance to the Queen in order to become a Canadian citizen was a violation of

their right to freedom of conscience and religion (Charter, s. 2(a)) - The applicants argued

that their right to freedom of religion was violated by the requirement that they swear an oath

of allegiance to the Queen of Canada - They further argued that the requirement that the

Queen be Anglican made the oath supportive of one religion to the exclusion of all others -

The Ontario Court of Appeal held that s. 2(a) was not violated - The court held that the oath

to the Queen of Canada did not violate the applicants' right to freedom of religion and

freedom of conscience because it was secular; it was not an oath to the Queen as an

individual but to our form of government of which the Queen was a symbol - See paragraphs

103 to 120.

 

Civil Rights - Topic 395.3

Freedom of conscience and religion - Infringement of - Allegiance to the Queen - [See Civil

Rights - Topic 395].

Civil Rights - Topic 1800

Freedom of speech or expression - General principles - General - The Ontario Court of

Appeal stated that in analysing claims that the freedom of expression (Charter, s. 2(b)) had

been violated the court had to consider whether the activity in which the plaintiff was being

forced to engage was expression; whether the purpose of the law was aimed at controlling

expression and if it was, a finding of a violation of s. 2(b) was automatic - If the purpose of

the law was not to control expression, then in order to establish an infringement of a person's



Charter right, the claimant had to show that the law had an adverse effect on expression - In

addition, the claimant had to demonstrate that the meaning he or she wished to convey

related to the purposes underlying the guarantee of free expression, such that the law

warranted constitutional disapprobation - See paragraph 69.

Civil Rights - Topic 1846.1

Freedom of speech or expression - Limitations on - Allegiance to the Queen (incl. citizenship

oath) - The applicants claimed that the requirement in the Citizenship Act (ss. 3(1)(c), 12(3)

and 24) that they swear or affirm allegiance to the Queen in order to become a Canadian

citizen was a violation of their right to freedom of expression (Charter, s. 2(b)) - The

applicants claimed that the oath compelled them to convey a message with which they

disagreed and it constrained their future expression by precluding them from working

towards the abolition of the monarchy - The Ontario Court of Appeal held that the applicants'

freedom of expression was not violated - The oath was an expression, but its purpose was

not to control expression - While the oath had an incidental effect on expression in that it

compelled prospective citizens to say the words of the oath to obtain citizenship status, that

effect was not worthy of constitutional disapprobation - The court opined that even if the

freedom of expression was violated, the violation was justified under s. 1 - See paragraphs

65 to 102. 

Civil Rights - Topic 5671.2

Equality and protection of the law - Citizenship - Citizenship oath - The applicants claimed

that the requirement in the Citizenship Act (ss. 3(1)(c), 12(3) and 24) that they swear or

affirm allegiance to the Queen in order to become a Canadian citizen was a violation of their

equality rights (Charter, s. 15) - The applicants argued that the oath to the Queen

discriminated against them on the grounds of national origin, religion and the analogous

ground of citizenship (i.e., on the basis of the applicants' status as non-citizens)  - The

Ontario Court of Appeal held that there was no violation of s. 15 - See paragraphs 121 to

129.  

Civil Rights - Topic 8348

Charter - Application - Exceptions - Reasonable limits prescribed by law (s. 1) - The

applicants claimed that the requirement in the Citizenship Act (ss. 3(1)(c), 12(3) and 24) that

they swear or affirm allegiance to the Queen in order to become a Canadian citizen was a

violation of their right to freedom of expression (Charter, s. 2(b)) - The Ontario Court of

Appeal held that s. 2(b) was not violated - However, in the event that the court was wrong

in that conclusion, the court conducted a s. 1 analysis and determined that if s. 2(b) was

violated, the violation was justified under s. 1 - See paragraphs 88 to 102.

Civil Rights - Topic 8581.2

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms - Practice - Judicial review (incl. standard of

review) - At issue on this appeal was whether the requirement in the Citizenship Act (ss.

3(1)(c), 12(3) and 24) that applicants swear or affirm allegiance to the Queen in order to

become a Canadian citizen was a violation of their rights to freedom of conscience and

religion (Charter, s. 2(a)), freedom of expression (s. 2(b)) and equality (s. 15) - The Ontario



Court of Appeal stated that the standard of review from the applications judge's decision on

these issues was correctness - See paragraph 22.

Constitutional Law - Topic 5.2

General - General principles - Unwritten constitutional principles - Democracy - The Ontario

Court of Appeal stated that democracy is an unwritten constitutional principle - The

unwritten constitutional principles inform and sustain our Constitution, the roles of our

political institutions and the scope or rights and obligations in our country - See paragraph

60.

Constitutional Law - Topic 5.2

General - General principles - Unwritten constitutional principles - Democracy - [See third

Aliens - Topic 2528].

Statutes - Topic 2617

Interpretation - Interpretation of words and phrases - Modern rule (incl. interpretation by

context) - Harmonization of statutes (incl. presumption of coherence) - [See third Aliens -

Topic 2528].
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This appeal was heard on April 8, 2014, before Weiler, Lauwers and Pardu, JJ.A., of the

Ontario Court of Appeal. The following decision was released for the court on August 13, 2014, by

Weiler, J.A.

Appeal dismissed;

cross-appeal allowed.

Editor: Elizabeth M.A. Turgeon

Civil Rights - Topic 395.3

Freedom of conscience and religion - Infringement of - Allegiance to the Queen - The

applicants claimed that the requirement in the Citizenship Act (ss. 3(1)(c), 12(3) and 24) that

they swear or affirm allegiance to the Queen in order to become a Canadian citizen was a

violation of their right to freedom of conscience and religion (Charter, s. 2(a)) - The

applicants argued that their right to freedom of religion was violated by the requirement that

they swear an oath of allegiance to the Queen of Canada - They further argued that the

requirement that the Queen be Anglican made the oath supportive of one religion to the

exclusion of all others - The Ontario Court of Appeal held that s. 2(a) was not violated - The

court held that the oath to the Queen of Canada did not violate the applicants' right to

freedom of religion and freedom of conscience because it was secular; it was not an oath to

the Queen as an individual but to our form of government of which the Queen was a symbol -

See paragraphs 103 to 120.

Constitutional Law - Topic 5.2

General - General principles - Unwritten constitutional principles - Democracy - The

Citizenship Act required persons who wanted to become Canadian citizens to swear an oath

of allegiance to the Queen - The Ontario Court of Appeal interpreted the meaning of the oath

- See paragraphs 23 to 62 - The court concluded "Applying a purposive and progressive

approach to the wording of the oath, with regard to its history in Canada and the evolution



of our country, leads to the conclusion that the oath is a symbolic commitment to be

governed as a democratic constitutional monarchy unless and until democratically changed.

Inasmuch as the oath to the Queen is a requirement in the Constitution for members of

Parliament and is seen as an oath to our form of government, the harmonization principle

supports the conclusion that the oath to the Queen in the Citizenship Act be given a

consistent interpretation. This interpretation of the oath, as a symbolic commitment to our

form of government and the unwritten constitutional principle of democracy, is supported

by the legal norms of rationality and coherence" - See paragraph 62.

Statutes - Topic 2617

Interpretation - Interpretation of words and phrases - Modern rule (incl. interpretation by

context) - Harmonization of statutes (incl. presumption of coherence) - The Citizenship Act

required persons who wanted to become Canadian citizens to swear an oath of allegiance to

the Queen - The Ontario Court of Appeal interpreted the meaning of the oath - See

paragraphs 23 to 62 - The court concluded "Applying a purposive and progressive approach

to the wording of the oath, with regard to its history in Canada and the evolution of our

country, leads to the conclusion that the oath is a symbolic commitment to be governed as

a democratic constitutional monarchy unless and until democratically changed. Inasmuch as

the oath to the Queen is a requirement in the Constitution for members of Parliament and is

seen as an oath to our form of government, the harmonization principle supports the

conclusion that the oath to the Queen in the Citizenship Act be given a consistent

interpretation. This interpretation of the oath, as a symbolic commitment to our form of

government and the unwritten constitutional principle of democracy, is supported by the legal

norms of rationality and coherence" - See paragraph 62.


